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Discover the latest figurative forms trend, Annie Sloan’s new
paint colours and rental furniture

MINI TREND

Go figure

Ever feel like somebody’s
watching you? It may happen
more often with this characterful
trend. Figurative forms are
popping up all over the latest
collections, from cushion covers
and bedspreads, right the way
through to ceramics and wall art.
The YH team loves the abstract
style of Beaumonde’s Irini vase,
while the Desenio print and Sass
& Belle trinket dish both offer a
more subtle take on this style.
Get the look yourself by keeping
tones natural and neutral, and
let the designs do the talking…

Abstract
paint figure
No.2 poster,
£9.95, Desenio
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Trinket
dish, £6.50,
Sass & Belle

Irini Abstract Face
Grey vase, £46.90,
Beaumonde

Stoneware
face planter,
£5, B&M
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story

FIRM FAVOURITES

To complement the existing range
of iconic chalk paints, Annie Sloan has
launched a new collection of waterbased matt emulsions that feature a range
of Art History-inspired colours. Rich in
high-quality pigments, the 16 new hues
are named after iconic architecture and
homes throughout history, including
Carnaby Yellow, Piranesi Pink, and
Riad Terracotta, all shown. Wall
paints are priced £49.95
per 2.5L.

Attention fans of the feature wall: MissPrint has released a range of
wallpapers with some of its most popular patterns. The Signature
collection includes new and improved versions of classic designs
in bold and modern colour palettes, including this nature-inspired
Garden City Bramble wallpaper, priced £76 per 10m roll.

RENT PARTY

If you’re on the lookout for well-designed
furniture at an affordable price, you may
want to consider a rental service. Sofology
has recently launched Loop, a way to have
the brand’s stylish sofas, armchairs and
footstools in your home without splashing
out on big purchases. Available on 6-,
12-, or 18-month plans, prices start from
£80 a month for a three-seater sofa.
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